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1 Introduction
Visual QA is a pivotal challenge for higher-level reasoning [1,2,3,4], requiring
understanding language, vision, and relationships between many objects in a
scene. Although datasets like CLEVR [5] are designed to be unsolvable with-
out such complex relational reasoning, some surprisingly simple feed-forward,
“holistic” models have recently shown strong performance on this dataset [6,7].
These models lack any kind of explicit iterative, symbolic reasoning procedure,
which are hypothesized to be necessary for counting objects, narrowing down
the set of relevant objects based on several attributes, etc. The reason for this
strong performance is poorly understood. Hence, our work analyzes such mod-
els, and finds that minor architectural elements are crucial to performance. In
particular, we find that early fusion of language and vision provides large per-
formance improvements. This contrasts with the late fusion approaches popular
at the dawn of Visual QA [5,8,9,10]. We propose a simple module we call Mul-
timodal Core (MC), which we hypothesize performs the fundamental operations
for multimodal tasks. We believe that understanding why these elements are so
important to complex question answering will aid the design of better-performing
algorithms for Visual QA while minimizing hand-engineering effort.
2 Models
Figure 1 summarizes our architectures. We use and image CNN with 4 layers of
convolutions, ReLU, 128 kernels of size 3-by-3 and strides 2, and batch-norm. The
output tensor is 16×16×128. We use an LSTM to process questions into vectors
of size 128. The LSTM output is copied to all spatial locations in the CNN and
concatenated with the image tensor. As depicted in Figure 1, we investigate two
variants for fusing the vision and language. The first, which we term early+SFF,
fuses the question vector with the image tensor, and then processes the fused
representation by 4 layers of 1-by-1 convolutions (CNN1x1), each with ReLU, 256
kernels, strides 1. The second architecture, which we term late-SFF, processes the
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Fig. 1: Our Simple Feed Forward Network. The dotted lines denote exchangeable
modules that their presence/absence we investigate wrt. the overall performance.
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Overall Count Exist Compare Query Compare
Numbers Attributes Attributes
◦ early+batch+SFF 95.5 91.0 98.5 84.7 98.4 98.7
· early+SFF 94.4 88.6 97.7 82.9 98.0 97.6
◦ late+batch+SFF 58.0 51.9 71.4 72.2 54.4 55.8
· late+SFF 56.3 51.0 72.6 71.3 50.9 55.0
SAN [5,10] 68.5 52.2 71.1 73.5 85.3 52.3
early+batch+HAN+RN [11] 98.8 97.2 99.6 96.9 99.6 99.6
late+batch+HAN+RN 57.2 50.3 70.7 73.1 53.9 54.5
Table 1: CLEVR. ◦ and · denote corresponding (early vs late) experiments.
image tensor with the CNN1x1, without language, only fusing the question vec-
tor afterward. We also experiment with an optional batch-norm layer just before
CNN1x1. We use sum-pooling to aggregate the resulting spatial tensor, with no
attention [10,11,12]. The remaining configuration is analogous to [6,11]. Thus,
we have 4 variants of our architecture: early+batch+SFF, late+batch+SFF,
early+SFF, and late+SFF. Since empirically early+batch+SFF performs best,
we name its core Multimodal Core (MC), consisting of multimodal fusion, fol-
lowed by batch-norm, followed by CNN1x1.
3 Experiments and Conclusions
Table 1 summarizes our findings. The top (first 4 rows) shows overall, and per-
question-type, performance of our variants of SFF. Early fusion is indeed critical
for CLEVR; batch-norm shows small but non-trivial gains, especially on harder
questions like counting or comparing numbers. We see a drastic improvement of
using MC relative to SAN [5,10], suggesting that SAN processes the multimodal
features too late in the pipeline, and too “shallowly”. Although late fusion may
work on more biased Visual QA datasets [8,9,13,14], where exploiting language
biases plays a more prominent role, we believe the early fusion is more impor-
tant on less biased datasets [4,5]. To explore further, we implemented a late
fusion variant of RN [6]. We train these models with 16 × 16 × 128 image ten-
sor, following the “hard attenion” pipeline [11]. We call the reference model [11]
early+batch+HAN+RN. The results (6th and 7th rows) confirm that early fu-
sion is crucial even in the relational models.
So what is important for CLEVR performance? CLEVR high-performing
models like RN and FiLM differ from earlier models by performing early fu-
sion. In RN, multimodal features are processed by pairwise terms followed by
4 layers of CNN1x1 (gθ in [6]). FiLM replaces concatenation with addition and
multiplication that modulates batch-norm, and re-uses the module iteratively
and residually [15], which suggests that fusion doesn’t need to be concatenation,
but does need to happen early. Our work shows that simpler models also benefit
enormously from early fusion, leading to highly performing, feed forward and
“holistic” CLEVR models. We believe MC captures important ideas shared by
existing highly performing CLEVR architectures [6,7,16] that can potentially be
used in other multimodal problems.
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